Kinematics-based prediction of trunk muscle activity in response to multi-directional perturbations during sitting.
Recent work suggests that functional electrical stimulation can be used to enhance dynamic trunk stability following spinal cord injury. In this context, knowledge of the relation between trunk kinematics and muscle activation in non-disabled individuals may assist in developing kinematics-based neuroprostheses. Our objective was therefore to predict the activation profiles of the major trunk muscles from trunk kinematics following multi-directional perturbations during sitting. Trunk motion and electromyograms (EMG) from ten major trunk muscles were acquired in twelve non-disabled, seated individuals who experienced a force of approximately 200 N applied to the trunk in eight horizontal directions. A linear, time-invariant model with feedback gains on angular trunk displacement, velocity, and acceleration was optimized to predict the EMG from trunk kinematics. For each muscle, only the three directions that produced the largest EMG response were considered. Our results indicate that the time course of the processed EMG was similar across muscles and directions and that the model accounted for 68-92% of the EMG variance. A combination of neural and biomechanical mechanisms associated with trunk control can explain the obtained model parameters. Future work will apply the gained insights in the design of movement-controlled neuroprostheses for facilitating trunk stability following spinal cord injury.